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action couched in the inevitability of deviation: a weak fist; how a body, in parts,
takes to nausea, porcelain a cotton duvet and studio full of

natural light or severe weather: white space

and its unmarked interiors   three nights past:
in a dreamt house of blanc walls a press of sound and light bore
                 through a hardwood floor: this is a slip of evidence: this, a cloudscape

unfolded, buds from a cherry tree rush the grid
          of the window grill, patterned slight and pale,

as the drone of an appliance textures, now and

again, the quiet and wakefulness: into this solitude, bring life?         a new shape
for the place, translation at work                             how the pitch of a plain

kettle astonishes, cuts the weight of an hour and

 a half of looking out: the moments fingered, front pages, a wash-cloth
or window-blind: so it is a series of objects
gather to arrange the present — what we make of it, what we do

          not make of it: the masked goodness
gracious and goddamn each lace of ivy that — piecemeal, child-like — seeks
to scale its sill  not being bounded, if deviant, in a choice,

but the gesture as memorial, or a draft of
  grief pushing breakfast: cradling the head,

the crook of an arm becomes a nest for thought

    and the kitchen table, now devoid of human heat
          or the pressure of an elbow on formica, bears

     the contents of a cup as they cool     so the arc of

hands at pause will mock an egg, an empty room

Preface

this petite waiver, sly and tabloid, fuels digression from
and into the articulation of a true space, its mass

gray ! I've handled colour as man should behave,

with trained and sensitive eyes !a lot of politics grabs
front-page status [site, mock context], a papal election

made pretty blurb, made print !you can recognize this

double behaviour ! how I love that Albers loves

red, our want of sincerity or ode ! of colour
a mother, stabbed, displaces popes — another day,
the pope returns, a jewel in his hat, its would-be good

[i.e., net worth] retracting zilch ! and from all this you may

conclude that I consider ethics and aesthetics as one


